Validation of ethnicity in cancer data: which Hispanics are we misclassifying?
The study of cancer in Hispanics in the United States has been hindered by misclassification of Hispanics as non-Hispanic and by the convenient practice of aggregating the diverse Hispanic subgroups into a general Hispanic category. The Hispanic Origin Identification Algorithm (HOIA) was developed to improve the identification of both the general Hispanic ethnicity and the specific Hispanic subgroup in cancer incidence data. Using an independent study of prostate cancer cases from South Florida as the "gold standard" and the Florida incident cancer registry data, we validated this algorithm and studied the characteristics of those Hispanics whose ethnicity was commonly missed in the cancer registry records. Overall, agreement between the gold standard information (derived from self-report) and HOIA derived ethnicity was 97%. For Hispanic subgroup, among a subset of subjects with known birthplace, the percent agreement was 98%. After HOIA, age-adjusted Hispanic cancer rates reflected an increase of 8% in males and 10% in females. Hispanics born in the United States were 4.6 times more likely to be misclassified as non-Hispanic than foreign-born Hispanics; black Hispanics 2.5 times more than whites; and women 1.3 times more than men. HOIA is a valid and effective tool for improving the accuracy of both general Hispanic ethnicity and Hispanic subgroup data in cancer registries. Improved procedures for identifying and recording ethnicity in health facilities are recommended, particularly focusing on improving the information gathered on Hispanics born in the United States, or who are black or female.